Invitation – ISS WORLD DUBAI 2008

Intelligence Support System for Lawful Interception, Criminal Investigations and Intelligence Gathering

Dear XXX,

It gives me great pleasure to invite you to join us at the, ISS WORLD 2008, to be held on 25th- 28th February 2008 at Dubai, UAE.

ISS World Dubai is the world’s largest gathering of European, Middle East and African Telecom Operators, Law Enforcement, Intelligence and Defense Analysts responsible for lawful interception, electronic investigations and network Intelligence gathering.

ISS World Programs present the methodologies and tools to bridge the chasms from lawful intercept data gathering to information creation to investigator knowledge to actionable intelligence.

Five (5) conference tracks will be discussed specifically:

1. Lawful Interception Solutions and Products
2. Investigative Analysis and Intelligence Gathering Solutions
3. Data Retention and Handoff Solutions
4. Criminal Data Fusion and Information Sharing (New)
5. LEA/Intell Training ( expanded sponsor opportunities)

We would like to inform you that hotel and flight expenses will be shoulder by AGT Advanced German Technology.

It would be an honor for us, to welcome you in Dubai (our regional HQ).

In case of any questions and confirmation of your visit feel free to contact our office in Dubai (+971 4 390 2548 or email eilagan@agt-technology.com).

Sincerely,

Anas Chbib
MD AGT FZ LLC